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Abstract — this paper deals with an automatic 

document’s synthesis system. Our approach is based on 

the prior fo rmal description of the semantics of the main 

elements (document, reader and his request) in the 

synthesis system. In this approach, semantic capture is 

based on ontology definition that is specified formally 

using Description Logics (DL). The DL inference 

techniques associated to production rules are then used 

to compute a document synthesis . Moreover, DL 

inference techniques are used to reason about each 

component. 

 

Index Terms —  Description Logics, Ontology, 

Ontology Matching, Document Synthesis  

 

I. Introduction 

Large amount of textual documents are now available 

on electronic media. Moreover, the development of 

multimedia technologies leads to the improvement of 

functions used on these documents [1, 2, 3]. 

Generally, the new systems on these media p rovide 

support to text assimilat ion. They take into account the 

content and the meaning of the text. Ongoing works to 

build such systems follow two main directions. 

On one hand, we have systems dealing with texts that 

have specific format, mostly tabular format [4]. 

The specificity of the format facilitates  the capture of 

the semantic of the text . An extended presentation of 

works following this approach during the last decade 

can be found in [5]. 

In the other hand, there are works devoted to 

linguistic analysis and statistic techniques, which 

produce an automatic abstract of a text  [6]. Statistic 

techniques are used here to have an insight on the 

semantic of the document. 

However, these methods do not use a uniform and 

unique formalis m to describe the d ifferent components 

of the synthesis process. So any inference mechanism 

taking into account all the components of the synthesis 

system is proposed. 

Let us note that, the main challenge in the 

document’s synthesis is to describe suitably the 

semantic of the document [7] and the semantic of the 

reader’s request. 

This paper deals with the development of an 

automatic textual document synthesis system. It 

proposes functions to build personalized views of a 

document. It aims to assist the reader by taking into 

account: his profile, his acquisition constraints (time, 

volume of information, etc...), his synthesis request, and 

the history of his work on the document. 

Our approach is based on the prior formal description 

of the semantics of the main elements (document, 

reader and his request) in the synthesis system. In this 

approach, semantic capture is based on ontology 

definit ion that is specified formally using Description 

Logics (DL). The DL inference techniques associated to 

production rules are then used to compute a document 

synthesis. DL inference techniques are used to reason 

about each component of the system in one hand, and to 

achieve a formal reasoning mechanism using both, the 

documents ontology, the reader profile and the reading 

projects ontology. 

To tackle the problem of the document’s semantic; 

we assume that the document is related to a particular 

domain. We use the ontology of this domain as a 

support to capture the semantic of the document. The 

focus on a particular domain also gives the possibility to 

take advantage of available expertise. 

The remainder of this paper is  organized  as follows: 

we first present Ontology and Description Logics. 

The section 3 is devoted to the specification of the 

document domain  ontology by using DL language. In 

section 4, we present the reader: his profile, h is request 

and the reading project ontology. In the last section, we 

describe our synthesis system including, the matching 

component that translates a reader request into a reading 

project and finally, the synthesis engine. 

 

II. Ontologies and Description Logics  

Semantic capture and its efficient use for document 

synthesis are the main concerns of th is paper. In this 
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section, we g ive a short presentation of ontology and 

DL that are used for this purpose. Ontology provides a 

shared conceptualization of a domain. DL [8, 9, 10] 

allows to formally expressing the knowledge 

represented graphically in semantic networks . 

 

2.1 Ontology 

2.1.1 Definition 

Ontology is an explicit specification of a 

conceptualizat ion [11, 12]: A  conceptualization is an 

abstract, simplified view of a domain. That is, ontology 

is mainly a description of the concepts (definitions) and 

relationships existing with in a domain. Ontology are 

designed for the purpose of enabling knowledge sharing 

and reuse.  

Dentitions consist in associating the names of entities 

within  a domain (e.g., classes, relations, functions, or 

other objects) with human-readable texts. These texts 

describe the meaning of the names. Dentit ions also 

include formal axioms  constraining the interpretation of 

well-formed terms. 

Formally, ontology is the statement of a logical 

theory. Pragmat ically, a common ontology de.nes the 

vocabulary with which queries and assertions are 

exchanged among agents. Ontological commitments are 

agreements to use the shared vocabulary in a coherent 

and consistent way. 

A commitment to a common ontology is a guarantee 

of consistency, but not of completeness, with respect to 

queries and assertions using the vocabulary de.ned in 

the ontology.  

Ontology are often equated with taxonomic 

hierarchies of classes, and do not add any knowledge 

about the world. However, as said above, to specify a 

conceptualizat ion, one needs to state axioms that do 

constrain the possible interpretations for the defined 

terms. 

 

2.1.2 The use ontology in our synthesis system 

The semantic capture of the informat ion needed for 

our synthesis system is based on the prior construction 

of the following ontology: 

1. The document ontology, which provides a 

formal and sound description of the document’s content.  

This ontology is developed in next section. 

2. The reader profile ontology. This ontology 

describes the different classes of potential readers 

(section 4.1). 

3. The reading project ontology, which allows a 

formal and standard description of the reader’s request. 

Section 4.2 is devoted to this ontology. 

 

For each ontology, we first propose the settings that 

can be seen as meta-ontology (high level concepts and 

relationships). 

 

2.2 Description Logics and Knowledge -Based 

systems 

Description Logics (DL) [8] are knowledge 

representation formalis ms used to describe concepts in a 

given domain. A  knowledge base (KB) described in  DL 

has two components, the Tbox and the Abox. The TBox 

introduces the terminology, i.e., the vocabulary of an 

application domain, while the Abox contains assertions 

about named individuals in terms of this vocabulary. 

The vocabulary consists of concepts, denoting sets  of 

individuals (identified objects of the domain), and roles 

(binary relat ionships between individuals). In  addition 

to atomic concepts and roles, all DL systems allow 

building complex descriptions of concepts and roles. 

Depending on provided operators, there are several DL 

languages, the Attributive Language (AL) being the 

minimal one. We summarize here the syntax and the 

semantics of some DL languages. 

 

2.2.1 Syntax and semantics of DL languages  

Concepts and roles are inductively de.ned from a set 

NC of concepts names (atomic concepts), a set NR of 

roles names (atomic roles) and a set of operators. 

In the following, unless otherwise stated, A and B are 

elements of NC; r and s are components of NR; 

C and D are concepts descriptions and n is a positive 

integer. 

The minimal language AL contains the atomic 

concepts, the universal concept, the bottom concept, 

atomic negation, intersection, value restriction and 

limited existential quantification. 

 TrCrDCAAAL  ,,,,,,   

Extending AL by any subset of the constructor in the 

table below, y ields a particular AL-language. Each AL-

language is denoted by a string of the form: 

      IQCNUAL   

Hence, ALCQI is the language obtained from AL by 

adding full negation(C), qualified number restriction (Q) 

and Inverse of role (I). 

In order to define a formal semantics of concepts 

descriptions, we consider an interpretation I that 

consists of a non-empty set 
I  (the domain o f the 

interpretation) and an interpretation function 
I  , which 

assigns to every atomic concept A, a set 
IIA  and 

to every atomic role r a binary relation 
IIIr  . 

For example, we have the following interpretations: 
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 T is the whole domain, i.e. all the individuals in the 

domain.  

 Cr   is the set of individuals who are related 

through r only to individuals satisfying C.  

 Tr  is the set of individuals related through r with 

other individuals of the domain. 

 Cnr   is the set of individuals who are related 

through r to   most n individuals satisfying C. 

The following table summarizes the syntax and the 

semantics of DL. 

 

Table 1: Syntax and semantic of DL 

Syntax Definition Semantic Symbol 

  Universal concept  II   AL 

  Bottom concept   I
  AL 

A  Atomic negation IIA  )( \
IA  AL 

 intersection 
III DCDC  )(  AL 

Cr   Value restriction 


II

II

Cbrba

baCr





),(

)(  
AL 

Tr  or r  
Limited existential 

quantification 


I

II

rba

bar





),(

)(
 AL 

Cr   Full existential quantification 


II

II

Cbrba

baCr





),(

)(
   

 union 
III DCDC  )(  U 

C  
Full negation IIC  )( \

IC  C 

Cnr   
At most qualified number 

restriction 

 

 II

II

Cbnrba

baCnr





),(

)(
 Q 

Cnr   

At least qualified number 

restriction 

 

 II

II

Cbnrba

baCnr





),(

)(
 Q 

nr  
At most unqualified number 

restriction 

 

 nrba

banr

I

II





),(

)(
 N 

nr  
At least unqualified number 

restriction 

 

 nrba

banr

I

II





),(

)(
 N 

r  
Inverse role 


I

III

rba

abr





),(

),()(
 I 
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2.2.2 Inference  techniques  in Description Logics 

 t the terminological level, there are 4 inference 

operators: 

 Satisfiability: A  concept C of a terminology T is 

satisfiable if and only if there exists a model I of T 

such that  IC  

 Subsumption: A concept C is subsumed by a 

concept D (C v D) for a terminology T if and only if 
II DC   for any model I of T. 

 Equivalence: A concept C is equivalent to a concept 

D ( DC  ) for a terminology T if and only if 
II DC   for each model I of T. 

 Disjunction: Concepts C and D are d isjoined by 

report/ratio terminology T if and only if 
IC \

ID = 

{ }; for each model I of T. 

The 4 types of problems can be brought back to 

problems of subsumption or satisfiability. Consequently 

the design of inference engines requires, very often only 

one type of algorithm. 

At factual level, there are also 4 inference operators: 

 Coherence: An Abox A  is coherent with reference to 

(wrt) a Tbox T if and only  if there exists a model I of 

A and T. 

 Checking of authority: To  check by inference if an  

assertion C (a) is true for any model I o f an Abox A  

and a Tbox T . 

 Checking of role: To check by inference if an  

assertion r(a; b) is true for any model I of an  Abox A  

and a Tbox T . 

 Recovery problem: For an Abox A, a  concept C of a 

terminology T , infer the individuals a such that C (a) 

One can find non standard inference operators in [13] 

 

III. The Document Domain Ontology 

3.1 The document semantic and the document 

ontology 

In her work on small advertisements sub-language, M. 

COURANT [14] shows that, the mastery of semantics 

makes it possible to communicate a right message even 

if some of the linguistic constraints are dropped. It 

appears that an advertisement can undergo significant 

variations of fo rm while preserving the integrity o f the 

message conveyed. Thus, some lexemes are considered 

as noise and are not taken into account in the processing 

of the advertisement.  

In the same way, non compliance with the syntactic 

rules has limited influence on the comprehension of the 

advertisement. 

Our synthesis system aims to p roduce a reduced 

version of a document while preserving the init ial 

message. One can imagine that the reverse approach is 

used to make the speech more expressive. In both cases, 

it is fundamental to preserve the integrity of the speech 

we want to transmit. This preservation is  based on the 

mastery of document semantic.  

We use the following sub-language characterizat ion 

[1, 15] as a methodological framework to capture the 

semantic of a document: 

1. Restricted domain of reference: The set of 

objects and relations to which the linguistic expressions 

are associated, is assumed to be restricted.  

2.  Restricted targets: The linguistic exchanges 

are strongly related to specialized targets.  

3. Restricted users community: Th is community 

is composed of users sharing specialized knowledge’s . 

The expression of this knowledge is strongly sullied 

with familiar uses. 

4. Restricted communication  mode: The 

expression is constrained with material or technical 

conditions such as the limitation of the number of lines 

or words etc. 

Generally, a document deals with a precise domain. 

Thus, the .first item of the sub-language 

characterizat ion is fulfilled as soon as a document is 

chosen. The second and the fourth items can be link to 

the reading project. The third item refers to the reader 

and leads to the description of his profile and history. 

Our semantic capture is based on the formal 

specification of the domain and document ontology, the 

reader profile ontology and the reading project ontology.  

As stated above, a document is supposed to deal with 

a precise domain. The set of concepts that are exp licit ly 

used in the document are a subset of the concepts of the 

domain. 

In the context of the synthesis, taxonomic 

relationships and aggregation relationships are of great 

interest.  

It is also useful to clearly identify the document. The 

following figure gives the major h igh level components 

of the document semantic (document meta-ontology). 

 

Fig. 1 : Major component of Document meta-ontology 
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Particular document ontology can be seen as an 

instance of the above meta-ontology. It can be 

expressed by UML-like representation diagram or, more 

formally, in a DL language. 

 

3.2 Example 

In this section, we illustrate the document ontology 

by using an extract of the semantic representation of a 

document containing a course on problems solving 

techniques in Computer Science. 

The .figure 2 below is the UML-like representation 

diagram of this document. 

 
Fig. 2 : UML-like representation diagram 

 

To obtain the formal ontology, the translation of the 

UML-like representation into the DL notation can be 

done using the translation rules presented in [16]. 

However these rules cannot be applied completely  

because they would introduce a different role for each 

aggregation. In our case, all the aggregation relationship 

between concepts has the same semantic. So a unique 

role must be used to represent this relationship. 

The transcription of the example above is given 

below: 

1. Programming v9IsComposedOf  Paradigm u 

9IsComposedOf Language u9IsComposedOf
Preliminary. 

The expression above states the fact that the 

programming concept is composed of preliminary, 

language and paradigm. 

2. Preliminaries v9IsComposedOf Computer u 

9IsComposedOf resolutionFramework 

u9IsComposedOf  Paradigm. 

The expression above speci.es the fact that concept 

Preliminaries is composed of computer, resolution 

framework and paradigm. 

3. Paradigm v9IsComposedOf   logic u 

9IsComposedOf  functional u9IsComposedOf  

object u9IsComposedOf  imperative. 

u9IsComposedOf  language. 

The relation above expresses the fact that a paradigm 

is composed of logical, functional, object or imperative 

approach. 

4. logic v Paradigm, 

5. object v Paradigm, 

6. functional v Paradigm, 

7. imperative v Paradigm 

The subsumption relationships above specify that 

logic, object, functional and imperative are sort of 

paradigm. 

In the next section, we provide materials for the 

formal specification of the readers’ profiles and they 

request. 

 

IV. The Readers 

4.1 Readers  profiles  

4.1.1 The Framework 

In order to produce accurate results for synthesis 

request, it is necessary to classify the readers. This 
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classification takes into account their knowledge of the 

domain’s  topic and their contextual objectives. In the 

following, we prov ide a framework for the formal 

specification of reader pro.les using a DL language. 

Examples of atomic profiles are: Student, Data 

Processing Specialist, Journalist, And Scientific 

Chronicler. 

The Tbox of the reader p ro.les will be built as follows: 

 Each atomic profile is represented as a concept in the 

Tbox, 

 Any subset of domain concepts can be used to 

characterize  of a reader profile. Let K be a set 

describing the knowledge levels and C, a  concept of 

the document domain. The expression Ck   where 

Kk ; defines the profile of a reader having the 

level k of knowledge of the concept C: For example, 

K = {Expert, Specialist, Has Good Knowledge, 

Beginner, Has No Knowledge, Not Initiated} 

 
Table 2: syntax and interpretation of profile expressions 

Syntax Interpretation 

P   P1 ∪ P2 
A reader has the profile P if he has P1 

or P2 or the both 

P   P1 ∩ P2 
A reader has the profile P if he has 

the profile P1 and the profile P2 

P   ¬P1 
A reader has the profile P if he does 

not have the profile P1 

 

 Composite profiles are bu ilt  with the standard DL 

operators and with the following interpretation : 

Given two pro.les P1 and P2, 

 The interpretation of subsumption between profiles 

concept noted P1 ⊆ P2 has the following 

interpretation: the profile P1 is more specialized or 

is as specialized as the profile P2. 

The subsumption relat ionship also allows defining in  

uncompleted way, a profile through the assertion P ⊆ 

P1 or P1 ⊆ P. 

 

4.1.2 Example of reader profile TBOX 

Given the atomic profiles Student, Journalist, 

Lecturer, Politician; we have a following Tbox: 

 
Fig. 3: Example of a profile TBOX 

4.2 The Reading Project (RP) Ontology 

The reader request is expressed in a free format  

(natural language): The analysis step translates this 

request into an expression of the reading project 

ontology. Some items of the initial request can be 

considered as "noise" so, will not be taken into account 

during this step. 

To represent, the reading project in DL Language, we 

use the following notations. We assume that the reading 

project consists in searching, learning, summarizing, 

reading particular concepts, solving exercises etc. 

The actions (search, learn, summarize, read, solve ...) 

are ro les applied to the concepts de.ned in the 

representation of the document. 

Let A be a set of reading actions de.ned by: 

A = {search; learn; summarize; read; SolveExercises; 

etc} 

Let C be a set of domain concept like 

C = {Programming; Paradigm; Language; Preliminary; 

etc} 

An atomic Reading Pro ject (RP) is represented by the 

DL expression: 

caRP   

where Aa and Cc . 

Composite reading project are built with the standard 

DL operators and with the following interpretation:  

Given two reading projects RP1 and RP2  

 

Tab 3: Syntax and interpretation of reading project expressions  

Syntax Interpretation 

RP   RP1 ∪ RP2 
Any synthesis of RP1, or RP2; or 
of the both, is a synthesis of RP 

RP   RP1 ∩ RP2 
A synthesis of RP must be a 

synthesis of RP1 and RP2 

 RP1 ⊆ RP2 
Any synthesis of RP1 is synthesis 

of RP2 

 

Examples of atomic reading project are: 

RP1  9learn  Preliminary 

RP2  9summarize  Paradigm 

An example of composite reading project: 

RP3  9learn  Preliminaryu9summarize  Paradigm 

The reading project RP3 consists in learning the 

preliminaries and summarizing the paradigms. 
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V. The Synthesis System 

In this section we present the main functions and the 

architecture of our synthesis system. We first show how 

to translate the reader request into a formalis m that can 

take into account the domain expert ise then, the 

synthesis rules. 

 

5.1 Mapping  the reader request on the Reading 

Project (R_P) 

We transform the reader request into a formal and 

normalized  expression (Reading Pro ject) by using the 

following steps: 

Step 1 The Request analysis allows the extraction of 

the significant elements of the reader request. These 

elements are composed of concepts and actions on these 

concepts. It may  happen that some parts of the init ial 

request do not contribute to the final result and is 

therefore considered as noise. We assumed that the 

obtained reader request is without noise. 

Step 2  This step is devoted to matching the output of 

step 1 into a formal and normalized expression of 

reading project ontology. Matching is the process of 

finding relat ionships or correspondences between 

entities of different Ontology [17, 18]. The matching 

process can be seen as a function M which, from a pair 

of ontology to match o and o’, an input alignment A, a 

set of parameters p, and a set of oracles and resources r, 

returns an alignment  A’ between these ontology: 

),,,,( '' rpAooMA   

This can schematically represented as illustrated 

below:  

 

Fig. 4: Matching process 

 

The alignment  is a set of correspondences between 

two or more ontology (by analogy with molecular 

sequence alignment). The alignment is the output of the 

matching process. 

The correspondences can take the following forms: 

 

The obtained alignment is then used to translate the 

initial request into the reading project 

Step 3 additional operations consisting in extending 

the reading project ontology using the alignment. The 

new reading project ontology takes into account the 

concepts and the actions arising from the reader request. 

The following figure summarizes the overall 

matching process. 

 

 

Fig. 5: The Matching subsystem 
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5.2 Inference system 

5.2.1 Expert knowledge and synthesis rules 

Expert knowledge is knowledge based on a good 

practice of the subject covered by the document. They 

are used to compute a suitable synthesis.  

To define the synthesis result, let us call 

,: SRPf p   

The synthesis expert function, where P is the set of 

reader profiles, Rp the set of reading projects and S; the 

set of synthesis elements. 

SPRPf )_,(  

Practically, the synthesis expert function f is de.ned 

in a dynamic  and recurrent way. Production rules  

formalis m can be used advantageously to build the 

function f because these rules can be written in 

associative way. 

Synthesis production rules are of the form 

IF < Condition > THEN < Synthesis Action > 

where < Condition > is a pred icate on reader profile 

and/or reading project, < Synthesis  Action > is a 

prescription on the synthesis (synthesis action). 

< Condition > can be specified as follows: 

< Condition >::= < Item Condition > j < Item 

Condition > and < Condition > 

where 

< Item Condition >::= < READER_PROFILESpecif > 

j < READER_PROJECTSpecif > . 

< Synthesis Action > is defined as: 

< Synthesis Action >::= < Item Synthesis Action > j 

< Item Synthesis Action > and < Synthesis Action >. 

A synthesis action is given in the fo llowing non 

exhaustive forms: 

 

1.  The mapping 

DC  

This means, the concept D is a possible synthesis of 

the concept C. 

2. The Forget function 

),( ExpCForget  

This means, in the concept C; forget the expression 

Exp. The semantic of the operator Forget is similar to 

the semantic de.ned in [19] 

For example: 

Rule1: IF READER is Academic and 

READING_PROJECT is 9learn   Programming THEN 

Programming 7! (9IsComposedOf   Paradigm u 

9IsComposedOf  Preliminary) 

Rule2: IF READER is Academic and 

READING_PROJECT is 9learn  Programming THEN 

Forget(Paradigm; 9IsComposedOf: Functional 

u9IsComposedOf Object). 

 Rule 1 states: if the reader is not an academic and 

want to learn Programming then Programming can be 

brought back to Preliminary and Paradigm. 

 Rule 2 states: in the same condition, drop Functional 

and Object concepts from the Paradigm concept. 

 

5.2.2 The system architecture 

The figure below summarizes the overall synthesis 

system. The inputs of this system are :  the reading 

project and expert knowledge and synthesis rules. 

 

 

Fig. 6: The overall system 
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Our system has the following components : 

 The matching subsystem translates the reader request 

into a reading ontology expression. The inputs  of this 

subsystem are : the reader pro.le, the reader request, 

his history and the document semantic. 

The output is the reader.s reading project. 

 The inference subsystem produces a document 

synthesis by using the reading project arising from 

thematching subsystem, the reader pro.le and the 

expert knowledge. 

 

VI. Conclusion 

In this paper, the main topic is to propose a new 

approach for document synthesis using ontology and 

Description Logics.  

We use a unique formalis m (DL) to specify the 

semantic of the document, the reader p rofile and his 

reading project. Then, DL is associated to productions 

rules formalism to describe the synthesis knowledge. 

In .ne, our approach allows to reason (compare, infer) 

on document domain ontology, reader p ro.les, reader 

requests and expert knowledge. 

For an illustration, a prototype is in development in 

Laboratoire Africain d’Informatique et de 

Mathématiques  Appliquées (LAIMA). 

Further works address investigations of textual 

aspects of the document and noise on the reader 

requests. 

Another research direction is to improve document 

synthesis using classical approaches (statistical 

approach for example) associated to our ontological 

methodology. 
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